Mystery Of The Disappearing Floor Hardy Boys
Mystery
Yeah, reviewing a book mystery of the disappearing floor hardy boys mystery
could ensue your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions
for you to be successful. As understood, finishing does not recommend that you
have astonishing points.
Comprehending as competently as bargain even more than supplementary will have
enough money each success. neighboring to, the message as capably as acuteness
of this mystery of the disappearing floor hardy boys mystery can be taken as
well as picked to act.

Mystery on the Mayhem Express Franklin W. Dixon 2021-06-22 Brother detectives
Frank and Joe go full-steam ahead to find the truth in the twenty-third book in
the thrilling Hardy Boys Adventures series. The Hardys and some of their
friends hop aboard an old train that’s been restored and turned into a murder
mystery experience. A cast of actors will perform an immersive theatrical
production while passengers dine in style, assume roles in the game, and
ultimately try their hand at solving the case. This should be a cakewalk for
Joe and Frank! The production is a mess. The actors are lousy, fumbling their
lines and spelling out obvious clues. At least the food is pretty good. But
just as the Hardy Boys are trying to make the most of a disappointing
situation, one of the cast members goes missing. At first, the audience thinks
that the show is taking a turn for the better, but it quickly becomes clear
that this is not part of the act. For the Hardys, the mystery has gone from
good fun to deadly serious. And trapped on a train full of people who aren’t
who they say they are, everyone is a suspect. Will Frank and Joe be able to
figure out how someone can vanish into thin air on a moving train before this
case goes completely off the rails?
The Hardy Boys' Guide to Life Franklin W. Dixon 2002 If you are a fellow who
thirsts for action and adventure, or you know someone who seeks thrills and
mysteries, then you can learn a lot from Joe and Frank Hardy. Why? Because the
Hardy boys know what it's like to be in the heart of the action, and they
always manage to find a way out of the stickiest of jams. In The Hardy Boys'
Guide to Life you'll find tips from one of the greatest sleuthing teams of all
time -- on everything from deep-sea diving to dating -- to help you navigate
through those murky spots in life. Need to know how to cry on the spot? Want a
quick lesson in botany? What's the best disguise for a certain situation?
Answers to all these questions (and a whole lot more!) are waiting for you with
the turn of a page. Joe and Frank Hardy still know how to solve mysteries and
live life to the fullest. Join them as they guide you to a swell life filled
with sleuthing, skulduggery, and good, old-fashioned fun!
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Hardy Boys 16: A Figure in Hiding Franklin W. Dixon 1937-05-01 A blind
peddler’s warning and a weird glass eye plunge Frank and Joe Hardy into one of
the most baffling cases they have ever tackled. The young detectives’
investigation takes them to a walled estate guarded by savage dogs, where a
wealthy businessman is hiding out in fear for his life. In a climax that will
hold the reader spellbound with suspense, Frank and Joe find themselves trapped
in a sinister house of mystery where there seems to be no escape!
Nancy Drew 24: the Clue in the Old Album Carolyn Keene 1947-01-01 Nancy Drew
witnesses a purse snatching and runs after the thief. She rescues the purse,
but not its contents, then is asked by the owner, a doll collector, to do some
detective work. Readers will enjoy Nancy's clever ways of finding all she
seeks, and bringing happiness to a misunderstood child and her lonely
grandmother.
The Hidden Harbor Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 2003-02-01 The Hardy boys
investigate a dispute over a mysterious pond and rumors of piracy in Georgia.
Blown Away Franklin W. Dixon 2006 When a bomb threat is called in during two
high-profile events, Frank and Joe Hardy have eight hours to find the bomb and
track down the culprits.
The Sinister Signpost Franklin W. Dixon 1996 The Hardy boys and their father
solve a mystery involving inexplicable crashes of highspeed race cars being
used to test an experimental turbine motor.
The Disappearing Floor Franklin W. Dixon 1986
The Secret Panel Franklin W Dixon 2021-09-09 This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience,
this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Hardy Boys 17: The Secret Warning Franklin W. Dixon 1938-06-01 Strange events
involve Frank and Joe Hardy in a mystery which shrouds an ancient treasure—the
golden head of the Pharaoh Rhamaton IV. The owner of the million-dollar golden
Pharaoh’s head claims it was aboard the freighter Katawa, which sank not far
from Whalebone Island. But suspicious developments indicate that Mehmet Zufar
may be trying to defraud the shipping line’s insurance company. Frank and Joe
enthusiastically accept the challenge of their famous detective father to
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assist him in investigating the complex case for Transmarine Underwriters.
The Viking Symbol Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1991 Frank and Joe Hardy meet many
adventures while trying to recover a valuable stolen artifact in the Northwest
Territories.
Hardy Boys 18: The Twisted Claw Franklin W. Dixon 1939-03-01 A series of museum
thefts launch the Hardy Boys on this baffling mystery. Rare collections of
ancient pirate treasure are being stolen, so Frank and Joe are asked to stake
out the Black Parrot, a suspicious freighter docked in Bayport Harbor. This
whirlwind chase after a self-styled pirate king in the Caribbean stronghold of
the Empire of the Twisted Claw makes a gripping tale of suspense and high
adventure.
The Melted Coins Franklin W. Dixon 2000 Suspecting that their friend has been
swindled, the Hardy brothers investigate and find themselves on the trail of a
much larger criminal operation.
Mystery of the Flying Express Franklin W. Dixon 1973
The Mummy's Curse Franklin W. Dixon 2010-05-11 ATAC BRIEFING FOR AGENTS FRANK
AND JOE HARDY MISSION: Good thing you're in Egypt, because we have a mystery on
our hands. A man has been murdered, possibly over a map to a precious golden
mummy. Could there be a curse surrounding the ancient mummy and his treasure?
LOCATION: Cairo, Egypt, and the surrounding area. POTENTIAL VICTIMS: Anyone in
pursuit of the treasure. SUSPECTS: Several people on an expedition are
suspects. Find them before they find the mummy and the money. THIS MISSION
REQUIRES YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION. THIS MESSAGE WILL BE ERASED IN FIVE SECONDS.
Hardy Boys 12: Footprints Under the Window Franklin W. Dixon 1933-02-01 A plot
to steal a top-secret instrument vital to the United States space program poses
a challenging case for Frank and Joe Hardy. After rescuing a South American
stowaway who mutters a warning about “Footprints “ and then vanishes, Frank and
Joe discover that documents belonging to their famous detective father are
missing and that footprints linger under a window. The young detective’s search
for the diabolical mastermind of the “Footprints” spy ring takes them on a
flight to a group of islands off the coast of South America.
The Arctic Patrol Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1974
Hardy Boys 37: the Ghost at Skeleton Rock Franklin W. Dixon 1958-01-01 A
cryptic message from their famous detective father and a note concealed in a
ventriloquist’s dummy lead Frank and Joe Hardy on a dangerous search to the
tropical islands in the Caribbean. There the teenage detectives are constantly
beset by vicious henchmen of a criminal mastermind. Danger stalks the boys’
every move, once in an isolated sugar mill, another time in a shark-infested
sea. But when Frank and Joe come face to face with the ghost at Skeleton Rock,
it will be as much of a surprise to the reader as it was to the young
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detectives themselves.
Trouble in Paradise Franklin W. Dixon 2012-05-08 A mission for ATAC has Frank
and Joe Hardy traveling the world. The teenage son of a prominent mid-eastern
diplomat has gone missing on the Caribbean island of St. John, and the boys
take off to find him. Turns out he's been kidnapped by a group involved in a
scheme to rob a sunken Spanish galleon of its treasures and sell them on the
black market. Frank and Joe search high and low--fighting thugs and sharks--for
clues. When the Hardys finally find their quarry, there's another problem --he
turns out to be the mastermind of the ring, not its victim!
The Disappearing Floor Franklin W. Dixon While Frank and Joe help their father
locate a notorious jewel thief, they also explore the mysterious death of a
tycoon's nephew years before.
Hardy Boys Mystery Stories Franklin W. Dixon 1987-09-02 Together in this one
book are two of the Hardy Boys’ oldest mysteries that began the classic mystery
series of the sleuthing siblings. In The Tower Treasure, the Hardy boys' summer
is ruined by a red-haired robber striking all over town. No robbery is more
devastating than of Tower Mansion, home to one of the wealthiest families
around. To prove the mansion’s caretaker is innocent, the Hardy boys will have
to solve the mystery of the stolen jewels before time runs out. In The House on
the Cliff, Frank and Joe are asked to help out their famous private detective
father on his latest drug smuggling case, which sends them to an old house on a
cliff to serve as lookouts. But when cries for help lure the boys inside the
house, they realize they could be in more danger than they thought.
The Disappearing Floor Franklin W. Dixon 1964-06-01 The Hardy boys become
involved in two mysteries when they attempt to track down a jewel thief and
solve the intrigue surrounding an old estate
The Mark on the Door Franklin W. Dixon 2001-12-01 The search for a stolen boat
leads the boys to Mexico where they encounter a strange smuggling operation.
Burned Franklin W. Dixon 2005-10 When Frank and Joe Hardy must track down the
mastermind behind an illegal international CD burning operation that employs
teenagers, they begin with Julian Sanders, their classmate.
Hardy Boys 19: The Disappearing Floor Franklin W. Dixon 1940-05-01 Once again
Frank and Joe Hardy take on a puzzling case when their famous detective father
asks the boys to assist him in tracking down a notorious jewel thief and his
accomplices. The trail leads to the outskirts of the Hardys’ home town and to a
weirdly guarded mansion on the old Perth estate. With their pal Chet Morton,
the brothers must tackle the mystery of the mansion heir’s sudden death. A
disappearing floor, a huge, savage-looking, hound, a galloping ghost, and a
college professor’s startling invention are just a few of the strange elements
that complicate the boys’ efforts to solve both mysteries.
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The Vanishing Game Franklin W. Dixon 2013-06-04 A thrilling amusement park ride
turns diabolically deadly in this Hardy Brothers adventure—a fresh approach to
a classic series. Joe and Frank Hardy are attending the season’s opening night
at Funspot, a local amusement park that’s been declining for years, but that
recently got new owners and a facelift. Their friend Daisy’s family has
everything riding on Funspot’s success: If the revamped park is a failure, her
family will be broke! At first, an exhilarating new attraction is a huge
hit—but when one of the riders disappears into thin air, fun and games turns
into spine-tingling danger. Will the Hardy Brothers find the missing rider and
restore Funspot’s reputation, or is the amusement park doomed for disaster?
The Disappearing Floor Franklin W. Dixon 1940-05 The Hardy boys become involved
in two mysteries when they attempt to track down a jewel thief and solve the
intrigue surrounding an old estate
While the Clock Ticked Franklin W. Dixon 2000-10-01 A clock in a vacant house
provides a clue to the whereabouts of a gang of harbor thieves.
What Happened at Midnight Franklin W. Dixon 2000-04-01 Frank and Joe break up
the Taffy Marr jewel smuggling ring.
The Great Airport Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 2003-06-02 Falsely accused of a
robbery at the airport, the Hardy boys turn the tables on the real thieves by
nabbing them in the act of committing another robbery.
Hardy Boys 09: The Great Airport Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1930-05-01 Valuable
electronic parts containing platinum are being stolen from shipments made by
Stanwide Mining Equipment’s cargo planes, and Frank and Joe are called upon to
assist their world-renowned detective father solve the baffling case. While
posing as Stanwide employees, the boys look into the truth behind the chief
pilot’s death at sea. The puzzling trail of clues leads the young sleuths to an
uninhabited Caribbean island, but the final, and most startling, discovery is
made in the boys’ home town of Bayport.
Pushed Franklin W. Dixon 2012-05-08 It's a holiday investigation for Frank and
Joe Hardy! Frank and Joe go undercover at a New York City home for teenage
runnaways during the annual Thanksgiving meal, after one of the home's former
residents is pushed off a subway platform.
The Secret of the Caves #7 Franklin W. Dixon 2017-10-17 The Hardy Boys series,
first published in 1927, has sold more than 70 million copies! Now with a
brand-new look, this is an edition that collectors won't want to miss! In The
Secret of the Caves, the seventh book in the incredibly popular, long-running
series, Frank and Joe Hardy discover the secret of the Honeycomb Caves while
searching for a missing professor. A special treat for Hardy Boys fans and any
reader who's new to the series!
The Mystery of the Spiral Bridge Franklin W. Dixon 1974
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Hardy Boys 33: The Yellow Feather Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1954-01-01 The
famous young detectives Frank and Joe Hardy are caught up in a dangerous web of
intrigue when they agree to help Greg Woodson search for his grandfather’s
missing will. When Henry Kurt, the temporary headmaster of Woodson Academy,
insists that he is to inherit the property from Greg’s grandfather, the case
becomes even trickier. Frank and Joe must risk their lives several times before
they solve the mystery of Yellow Feather and trap a sinister criminal who will
stop at nothing--even murder--to satisfy his greed for money.
Death and Diamonds Franklin W. Dixon 2007-04-10 Frank and Joe Hardy must attend
a jewelry show and auction to prevent the possible theft of diamonds worth
millions of dollars.
The Hardy Boys Starter Set: House on the cliff Franklin W. Dixon 200?
Hardy Boys 20: Mystery of the Flying Express Franklin W. Dixon 1941-01-01 A
sleek new hydrofoil is scheduled to start ferrying passengers between Bayport
and Cape Cutlass. But business enemies of the hydrofoil owner have stirred up a
hornets’ nest of violent opposition among small boat owners. Fearing sabotage,
he begs Frank and Joe Hardy to guard the Flying Express on her maiden trip.
Startling developments plunge the teenage detectives into a dangerous chase by
sea, air, and land in pursuit of a gang of hardened criminals who operate by
the signs of the Zodiac. Tension mounts when the Flying Express vanishes – and
so does Sam Radley, Mr. Hardy’s skilled operative. Peril stalks Frank and Joe’s
every moves as they hunt down the terrifying gangleader Zodiac Zig and his
vicious henchmen.
The Hardy Boys Mysteries Franklin W. Dixon 1995
Hardy Boys 14: The Hidden Harbor Mystery Franklin W. Dixon 1935-06-01 The boys
once again have jumped into the thick of a complicated mystery. Samuel
Blacksone and his brother Ruel Rand live on adjacent properties, and it appears
that one of them is out to hurt the other because they are both attacked. Frank
and Joe soon learn that treasure is rumored to be hidden between the two
properties, and as they investigate, they learn that others are involved in the
apparent plot between the two brothers. Spooky mansions, secret passages and
rooms, mysterious characters, and a monster provide an enjoyable atmosphere to
this Hardy Boys mystery.
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